
HOW DO I WRITE A GOOD RECOMMENDATION LETTER

Writing a personal recommendation letter or character reference can be a While letter samples are a great starting point
for your own letter, you should always.

She has been advising MBA applicants since  Finally, remember that you are writing a recommendation to an
academic institution. Recommendation letters are generally used by students applying to undergraduate and
graduate education programs and by people in the workforce who are applying for jobs. The Academic,
Personal, or Professional Achievements of the Applicant The second paragraph outlines the relevant academic
or professional strengths of the applicant. I love to read when I have the chance, am always trying to get fit,
and love cookies. If you're asked to write one, it's important to include details that build a strong case for the
applicant. Plus, check our free college admissions timeline poster. If necessary, use more than one paragraph
to provide details. They are usually written by a supervisor, colleague, teacher, or friend. Remain positive.
Avoid any overly stylistic fonts that could affect readability. Or if they need a letter about their work ethic and
you submit something about their ability to work well in teams, the letter won't be very helpful. Read through
them thoroughly and avoid repeating any of the information mentioned unless it is particularly important. Try
beginning your letter with something the person tasked with screening hundreds possibly thousands of
recommendation letters will remember. You do not want them to simply copy and paste a sample letter.
Otherwise, they will carry far less weight for the reader. Use specific examples of times the employer
demonstrated these skills or qualities. Last year, we had one client who sent data in Excel that needed
extensive cleanup. If you feel that you can not properly convey the necessary information, because you're busy
or don't write well, offer to sign a letter that has been drafted by the person who is requesting the reference.
Gregory was always an outstanding member of our team, and I have always been impressed by his
professionalism and admirable personal qualities. I also include my title and school after my typed name. The
sweet spot for admissions letter length is between two-thirds and one full, single-spaced page, using Times
New Roman point font for printed letters or Arial point font for electronically submitted letters. Posted by
Tiffany Post I teach upper level high school and freshman college English.


